
Plug in to see the brighter side of lifeTECH



There is no doubt that technology is screaming along, changing our world one 
megabyte—no, make that terabyte—at a time. Our world has gone from 1G  
to 4G, from chalkboards to smartboards and from face time to Facebook in  
less than a decade, all with kids in the front seat of this white-knuckle ride.  
As exhilarating and promising as this technology rollercoaster may be, there is 
a lot of negative chatter and press about how our lives, our children, our future 
and our world are headed for total doom and destruction. 

Despite relatively high life-
satisfaction numbers,  
Gallup reported the 

lowest overall 
score  
since they began recording 
that data in 2001.1
GalluP, www.GalluP.com,  
January 2011

“The Shallows: 
what the Internet is  
Doing to our Brains”4

nIcholas carr, w. w. norton  
& comPany, 2010

“Is technology making us

Lonelier?”2

mereDIth melnIck, tIme maGazIne, 
January 2011

“The Dumbest 
Generation:  
how the Digital age  
Stupefies Young  
americans and  
Jeopardizes our Future*  
(Or, Don’t Trust Anyone  
Under 30)”3  
mark BauerleIn, PenGuIn, 2008

“iBrain:  
surviving the technical  
alteration of the modern  
mind.”6

Gary small, m.D. anD GIGI VorGan, 
harPer, 2009

“Distracted:  
the erosion of attention and 
the coming Dark age,”5 
maGGIe Jackson, Prometheus 
Books, 2008



technology has become a popular scapegoat for many modern issues, blamed for the demise 
of the family, destruction of human relationships, erosion of our mental state, decline of our 
physical health, corruption of our values, deterioration of our intelligence and creativity and 
near obliteration of our safety and privacy. 
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at home, people consume  
an average of 

12 hours of 
media a day, 
when an hour spent using, 
say, the Internet and tV 
simultaneously counts as two 
hours. that compares with 
five hours in 1960.10

roGer Bohn anD James short, 
unIVersIty oF calIFornIa  
san DIeGo, 2009

Parents today spend  

40% less time 
with their  
children  
than 30 years ago.8
Ian Jukes, teD mccaIn & lee  
crockett, 21st century Fluency 
ProJect, 2010

“ten ways technology could

Kill Us All.”11

rIcharD horne, tImes onlIne,  
sePtemBer 2009

“your Brain on computers:

Attached to 
Technology and 
Paying a Price.”9 
matt rIchtel, www.nytImes.com, 
June 2010

“Is the Internet

Destroying  
Your Brain?”
try this test.7
anDrew PrIce, GooD maGazIne, 
June 2007

“The  
Flickering Mind:  
saving education from  
the False Promise  
of technology,”12

toDD oPPenheImer,  
ranDom house, 2003



so, is technology a force 
for good or evil?
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That’s debatable.
technology plays a dominant role in the context and 
content of our lives, and it’s definitely not going away.  
as we move forward, we feel compelled to know how 
technology is shaping us and changing our values. 



The fact that technology  
is both deified and vilified 
made us even more intrigued.  
We all know that technology  
is our future, but we didn’t 
know whether the outlook is 
limitless or limiting, delicious 
or dangerous, awesome  
or overwhelming. 

as thought leaders and 
experts in understanding 
consumer attitudes and  
behaviors in the context 
of our culture, ogilvy 
and communispace 
teamed up to dig  
deep into how exactly 
technology is shaping  
us and our future. 
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we decided to zero in on households with young children to serve as a leading  
indicator, given that these households will produce the next generation of consumers, 
parents and leaders. over two phases of research, we surveyed 1200 u.s. parents with 
children aged 3–12 in the household and qualitatively explored key topics with  
112 tech-savvy community members and their kids. In particular, we wanted to  
understand how parents and children who are embracing technology might differ 
from their less tech-savvy counterparts, and how what we call “tech Fast Forward” 
families might be blazing new trails for the rest of us. 

We asked ourselves:

the end result provides insight into how marketers can stay ahead of the curve  
and connect, literally and emotionally, with today’s tech-forward consumer.

Who are the  
tech-savvy people 
leading the way?

What can we  
learn from them 
about where  
we are headed?

 Based on what we 
observe, how do 
we see technology 
changing us— 
our values, how 
and what we  
learn, the way we  
communicate and 
our relationships?



our thesis:  
Plug in to see 
the brighter 
side of life

Our research shows that a tech future is a 
surprisingly bright future. we are not claiming 
cause and effect, but we saw that the more families 
embraced technology, the more they embraced life  
in general and the more positive they were about  
our future. In almost every analysis, the group we 
identified as Tech Fast Forward had a more positive 
mindset overall and expressed less anxiety about the 
future. when they talk about their children, tech Fast 
Forward parents are more likely than parents in  
the general market to say their kids are on the right  
path. they believe that their children are developing 
critical skills that will empower them to navigate—
and even save—the world. 

It may be that having a positive attitude enables faster 
and more seamless adoption of technology, or that 
the naturally optimistic are more open to change. 
regardless of direction, however, a relationship exists 
between embracing technology and embracing (versus 
fearing) the future. If technology is our future, then 
we will be well served by understanding those who 
are leading the way. 

Following in the footsteps of tech Fast Forward families 
provides consumers and brands with a powerful and 
surprisingly optimistic roadmap for what lies ahead. 
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We like power. We believe in democracy.   We like being positive.

technology is power. 
In the right hands, that 
power can be harnessed 
for good. most people, 
especially the tech Fast 
Forward, believe they are 
the “good guys” and know 
how to use technology in 
positive ways. 

technology can be a great equalizer. 
For example, we just witnessed the 
demise of egypt’s three-decade regime, 
a revolution organized and achieved 
in a largely peaceful manner through 
the use of technology. the americans 
we talked to often cited examples of how 
technology breaks down barriers and 
opens up access to us all—a harvard 
education within f inancial and  
geographic reach via the Internet,  
language study from the comfort  
of your living room, a voice in our  
collective story through wikipedia.  
It is a democratic force in the truest 
sense of the word, empowering and 
connecting disparate individuals and 
providing a platform for an open  
exchange of information and ideas. 

we are drawn to happy people  
and want to be perceived this way 
ourselves.13 optimism is an attitude 
we want, an attitude more likely  
to lead to success than pessimism. 
so, when it came to the debates  
we posed to americans, they either 
believed or wanted to believe  
technology was a force for good  
(with the exception of issues of  
privacy, security and authenticity, 
where even the “glass-half-full”  
tech Fast Forwards’ positive views 
were muted). they sought to see  
the bright side. therefore, when  
we analyzed these families’ opinions, 
we had to discern degrees of optimism. 
how strongly did they fall on the 
positive side of the debates we posed? 
this framework of analysis provided 
us with the most insight

Three reasons that 
Americans are so 
tech optimistic

1 2 3



Separating the 
Tech Fast Forward 
families from  
the rest 

when we took a close look at tech Fast Forward families, we saw an adaptive skill set emerging. 
those people, young and old, who are embracing technology today possess characteristics— 
attitudes, behaviors, skill sets and values—that distinguish them from other segments. 

where exactly do u.s. households with children aged 3–12 fall along the “tech continuum”?  
our analysis puts this population into four groups:

*note: this group was excluded from our overall analysis due to small sample size.

19%

Tech Fast  
Forward: 
those who tend to  
use more sophisticated 
technology than the 
average person and  
are seen as “in the 
know” and on the  
cutting edge of  
technology.

42%

Tech  
Forward: 
those who have  
integrated technology 
into their lives in  
a significant way  
and have difficulty 
functioning without it.

36%

Tech  
Neutral: 
those who are less  
reliant on technology 
than the average  
person and who  
have incorporated  
technology into their 
lives on a basic level.

3%

Tech  
Backward*: 
those who go out  
of their way to avoid 
technology. 
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Digging Deeper into the Demographics of tech Fast Forwards*

while tech Fast Forwards are present across all  
demographic groups, they skew toward certain 
demographics that shape their attitudes and values 
beyond just their adoption of technology. 

•  Male: tech Fast Forwards are 46% more likely  
to be male.

•  Well Educated: while tech Fast Forwards  
mirror the population across all other education 
levels, those with graduate degrees over-index  
at 146.

•  Asian: tech Fast Forwards are twice as likely  
to be asian (not surprising given that asians are 
the most educated ethnic group in america).

•  Affluent: while there is a good representation  
of all income groups in the tech Fast Forward  
segment, they are twice as likely as the general 
population to make over $150k annually.

Technographically & Psychographically 
tech Fast Forwards tend to be more socially adept 
and more likely to share their opinions than the  
general population, both on- and offline.

•  Connected: they have large social networks  
(on- and offline).

•  Influential: they are leaders among their  
peer groups in planning, organizing and  
sharing opinions.

•  Cutting Edge: they keep up with current  
trends and events.

•  In the Know: others look to them to know what’s 
hot, cool and hip. others also seek their advice on 
technology—what’s making news, what to buy and 
how to use it.

unsurprisingly, tech Fast Forward parents raise 
tech Fast Forward children. we found that a tech 
Fast Forward parent is 3.5 times more likely than  
the rest of the population to have a tech Fast  
Forward child (as defined by the same sophisticated, 
trend-setting behavior).

Media Mode**
we analyzed media usage among tech Fast Forward 
families and found that these families are:

•  Equipped: the tech Fast Forward segment 
shows a higher propensity to own portable and 
personal technology than does the rest of the  
population (e.g., iPhone [163], mP3 player [127], 
PDa [221], ereader [202], Flipcam [147],  
Personal Gaming system [122], iPad [228]).

•  Wired: they are also 1.7 times as likely to  
have a satellite radio subscription and 2.2 times  
as likely to use Voice over IP (e.g., skype).

•  Engaged: as expected, the tech Fast Forward 
segment over-indexes on all Internet/technology 
behavior. tech Fast Forwards are content creators; 
they are more inclined to be active versus passive 
participants in the social media landscape (e.g.  
uploading video content [210], video chatting 
[152], publishing a blog [166]). we see this trend 
moving from Internet/computer-based activities 
to mobile applications and content creation and 
consumption (e.g., downloading a book on kindle, 
scanning 2D bar code with cell phone, using  
Foursquare or Brightkite on mobile or purchasing  
a 4G phone).

*complete demographic data can be found at the back of our report.
**Directional due to small sample size.



THE DEBATES



We identified some of the most hotly contested debates about technology and 
the effect it is having on our values and our culture. we wanted to see for 
ourselves where the population landed on these big issues facing our time.

Is technology...
a negative force in our lives?

eroding family values?

tearing us apart?

overwhelming our lives?

making us stupid?

killing our creativity?

making us vulnerable?

bringing out our worst selves?



Is technology a negative force in our lives?DEBATE #1

Debate #1: Is technology a negative force in our lives?

Technology is a negative 
force in our lives

Technology is a positive 
force in our lives

Q: Thinking about the phrases at each end of the scale, please  
choose the point on the scale that comes closest to how you feel.

Tech Fast Forward

Total Sample

84%

87%

16%

13%

2% 14% 54% 30%

1% 12% 28% 59%
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Life, liberty and  
the pursuit of tech happiness

�Technolog y�is�definitely�helping�us.�It’s�helping�make�
strides�in�disease,�getting�more�and�more�people�educated,�
and�showing�them�how�to�live�better.�All�in�all,�it�is�
helping�people�do�things�they�couldn’t�do�before.�
conVersatIonal Quant
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Do you think technology will make us or break us?

Make us Break Us

Tech Fast Forward Total Sample

85%

72%

15%

28%

This chart reflects total agree with this statement

Technology, in the broadest and biggest sense, has huge positive  
associations for Americans. 
technology is seen as a force for good by nearly all of us, regardless of where we sit on the tech  
continuum. technology is progress; it pushes us forward, liberating, empowering and inspiring us  
all. and though there is unquestionably a dark side to this powerful force in our lives, we embrace  
technology and are ready for the responsibility of using it wisely (and don’t want anyone taking it away).

On more specific issues, America is divided as to whether technology will ultimately hurt or help us, but 
the tech Fast Forward segment knows that technology is here to stay and they are marching forward in 
the belief that tomorrow will be brighter than today. the rest of society is still positive, but a bit more  
on the fence (and as we all know, it is rarely the fence-sitters who get ahead). 

Do you think technology will make or break us?

TFF segment is twice as likely to say that their children’s generation is far better off than generations 
that have come before them. 

#1:�Is�technolog y�a�negative�force�in�our�lives?



#1:�Is�technolog y�a�negative�force�in�our�lives?
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The kids are alright...
and may even save the day!

[Our�children]�are�very�smart�and� 
care�a�lot�more�about�what�is�going� 
on�in�the�world.
conVersatIonal Quant
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My child’s future...

My child’s future is brighter and shinier than ever 
OR brightening a bit and on the upswing

Tech Fast Forward Tech Forward Tech Neutral

84%

71%

63%

This chart reflects top 2 box

And when we looked at responses by top box, we 
found: TFF segment is twice as likely to say, based  
on where their kids are headed, that the future will  
be brighter and shinier than ever.

we asked people to think about their children in  
the context of how they saw the world evolving in the 
years to come. the overarching trend showed a clear 
relationship between technology “forwardness”  
and a more optimistic and enthusiastic stance on  
the future and the role their children will play in 
making it better. 

My child’s future...



Our�kids�have�modern�technologies�at�their�fingertips,�which�
have�the�ability�to�be�used�for�good�and�to�improve�the�quality�
of�their�lives.�
conVersatIonal Quant

And when we looked at responses by top box, we found: TFF segment is 3.5X more likely to STRONGLY 
AGREE that when their kids’ generation comes into power, “they will save the planet,” “the world will be a 
better place” and “there will be world peace.”

Notably, the Tech Fast Forwards are the only group who thinks their 
child’s generation will save the planet and make the world a better place.
on all measures, they are the most optimistic about what the next generation would be able to accomplish 
for society and the world.

When my child’s generation comes into power...
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When my child’s generation comes into power...

...they will save the planet ...there will be world peace ...the world will be a better 
place because of  how they 

will lead the way

62%

44%

30%

48%

22%

15%

64%

43%

34%

Tech Fast Forward Tech Forward Tech Neutral

This chart reflects top 2 box

#1:�Is�technolog y�a�negative�force�in�our�lives?
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#1:�Is�technolog y�a�negative�force�in�our�lives?

Technology:  
The fountain of youth

when we asked tech-savvy parents where the world  
was headed, we heard them dismiss the negative rhetoric 
that exists today about the future of youth. rather than 
denigrate the younger generation, these parents celebrate 
and personally cultivate those qualities typically  
associated with this group. 

They view technology as a way to  
stay “young in spirit” and thus closer 
to their children in both mindset  
and manner.
as one communispace community member explained:

I�believe�that�as�we�head�into�the�future,�thanks�to�technology,�we�
‘adults’�will�retain�more�and�more�of�our�childlike�qualities;�those�of�
inquisitiveness,�creativity,�and�passion�for�life�…�Technology�
will�help�keep�us�younger,�in�this�respect.�Our�children�join�us�on�
the�journey�of�a�lifetime�in�which�we�can�all�share�the�experience� 
of�technological�innovation�together.
alexanDer k., 38, massachusetts, communIty memBer

this orientation manifests itself in a more optimistic  
outlook and helps adults stay young and “in the game.”



Is technology eroding family values?DEBATE #2

Debate #2: Is technology eroding family values?

Technology distances families, 
pushing them apart and creating 

barriers to communication

Technology enables families 
to connect with one another 
in more ways, facilitating a 

closer relationship

Q: Thinking about the phrases at each end of the scale, please 
choose the point on the scale that comes closest to how you feel.

Tech Fast Forward

Total Sample

72%

80%

28%

20%

5% 23% 40% 32%

 2% 18% 30% 50%
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Families that tech together,
stay together



#2:�Is�technolog y�eroding�family�values?

There is a lot of talk about how technology is destroying families. 
But for many parents in this study, regardless of their tech forwardness, technology is more than a handy 
pacifier or welcome distraction; it’s a real means to connect with their kids. In fact, 72% of all parents we 
talked to believe technology facilitates closer relationships rather than pushes families and people apart. 
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My parenting style...

I believe that parents 
would give kids 

autonomy and freedom 
without being bogged 
down by strict rules

I want my child to think 
of  me as a friend

Tech Fast Forward Tech Forward Tech Neutral

This chart reflects total that agree with this statement

38%

23%
20%

30%

15% 14%

Parents’ struggle to master the latest technology has long contributed to the gap between generations. 
naturally, parents who are heavy users of technology will be less out of touch with the latest innovations, 
but the tech Fast Forward mindset isn’t just about usage. It’s about one’s attitude toward emerging  
technologies—and change in general. rather than resisting or even dreading keeping up, these parents have 
an open mind and are willing to learn alongside the younger generation.

when we asked people what kind of parents they aspire to be, we found that for the tech Fast Forward 
group, being an authority figure is less important than being a friend or ally. Tech Fast Forward parents 
want their kids to know they are on their side, and having an open, honest and productive relationship 
is the priority.

My parenting style...

tech Fast Forward parents don’t just mirror their children in their attitudes towards emerging technologies;  
they are also more likely to share common values of tolerance and acceptance. one explanation of this 
phenomenon is that the popular culture of the Internet draws parents and kids together,14 providing shared 
experiences and increasing acceptance of changing social norms. 

I�am�a�parent�that�has�let�my�kid�stay�home�for�a�midnight�
release�of�a�video�game�(and�I�know�I�may�catch�grief�for�that),�
but�I�feel�we�have�to�reward�our�children�for�a�job�well�done.�
My�son�has�been�the�top�student�in�his�class�since�kindergarten,�
blows�the�standardized�tests�out�of�the�water,�and�is�very�well�
mannered,�respectable�and�helpful.�So�every�now�and�then,�we�
let�him�have�a�little�fun.
cInDy h., 32, calIFornIa, communIty memBer
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#2:�Is�technolog y�eroding�family�values?

Nevermind the generation 
gap: Tech parents are cool 
parents



Techy home/ 
traditional values

Despite their progressive parenting style and attitudes 
on many issues, this segment has a fairly traditional 
idea of what being a good parent is all about:  

providing a stable home environment, 
teaching the value of hard work,  
respect and education and promoting 
family togetherness. 
Someone�is�running�a�commercial�on�the�radio�about�the� 
importance�of�having�dinner�with�your�kids,�which�is�exactly� 
how�I�have�always�felt.�A�stable�home�life,�with�parents�who� 
are�interested�and�exercise�the�right�amount�of�discipline,�is�far� 
more�important�than�what�new�technology�I�could�buy�them�…
naomI n., 38, washInGton, communIty memBer

these tech Fast Forward parents look to carry on the 
values their parents instilled in them, and expect their 
kids to do the same when they become parents. In fact, 
they constitute the group most likely to have faith in the 
next generation’s commitment to family in the future: 

Family in the future... 

tech Fast Forward parents realize that technology and 
togetherness are not mutually exclusive, and they use 
technology to impart their personal values, keep tabs on 
their kids and, ultimately, help the family stay connected.
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Family in the future...

When my kids’ generation becomes adults there will 
be a greater emphasis on families

Tech Fast Forward Tech Forward Tech Neutral

This chart reflects top 2 box

60%

36%

27%

#2:�Is�technolog y�eroding�family�values?



Amy, a 34-year-old mother of two,  
feels caught between the identities of hip, young  
mom and (in her words) “old, crabby person.”  
She finds herself struggling with priorities as 
she tries to simultaneously encourage and limit  
technology’s influence on her children:

I�really�dislike�that�every�minivan�now�seems�to�come�standard�
with�TVs�in�the�back.�Being�in�the�car�is�a�great�time�to�
talk�with�your�kids.�It’s�one�of�the�few�times�you�have�their�
undivided�attention!�So�now�I�sound�like�an�old�crabby�person,�
when�in�reality�my�girls�are�exposed�to�all�sorts�of�media.�....� 
I�just�want�to�make�sure�that�they�don’t�grow�up�thinking� 
that the interactions they have online or with the TV can  
take�the�place�of�the�ones�you�have�with�real�humans.

Member spotlight: 
Striking a tech balance
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#2:�Is�technolog y�eroding�family�values?



Is technology tearing us apart?DEBATE #3

Debate #3: Is technology tearing us apart?

Technology is facilitating a 
type of  communication that 

distances us and makes us feel 
less connected

Technology is facilitating a 
type of  communication that 

makes us feel closer and more 
connected

Q: Thinking about the phrases at each end of the scale, please 
choose the point on the scale that comes closest to how you feel.

Tech Fast Forward

Total Sample

65%

79%

35%

21%

9% 26% 38% 27%

7% 14% 33% 46%
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Further apart, 
yet closer together

I�think�the�internet�has�positive�and�negative�[effects�on]� 
social�dynamics.�On�the�positive�side,�it�enables�my�kids�
to�connect�with�others�across�geographical�and�physical� 
boundaries.�On�the�negative�side,�it�has�certainly�
diminished�the�importance�and�quality�of�interpersonal�
communications.
conVersatIonal Quant



“Technology is killing relationships.”
this sentiment is repeated so often, it has become the taken-for-granted collateral damage of the  
Internet age. But there is no denying the paradox that technology also has the unprecedented power to 
break down borders and bring together families, lovers, thinkers … people, near and far. relationships 
may not look exactly as they once did, but reports of their death have been greatly exaggerated. our 
study tells us that technology is much more a connective force than one that tears us apart.

#3:�Is�technolog y�tearing�us�apart?
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#3:�Is�technolog y�tearing�us�apart?

Cyberspace:  
Social calisthenics for  
stronger connections

Many parents today assume that their children’s online relationships are superficial and not really “real,” 
and that the time kids spend online is stunting their social and emotional growth. tech Fast Forward  
parents, however, recognize that online relationships can help kids flex their social muscles in a way that  
will benefit them in real life.

Emotional IQ

with time at a premium, even for kids, face-to-face  
interactions are no longer practical or realistic requisites 
for socialization. Instead, kids are comfortable switching 
between modes of communication, or even engaging 
in multiple modes simultaneously. community  
members told stories of how, on any given night,  
their children could be chatting with multiple friends, 
making plans for the weekend, sending an ecard  
to Grandma and checking out family photos on  
Facebook (as opposed to spending the same amount  
of time reinforcing a single relationship).
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Emotional IQ

Kids today have a higher emotional IQ (e.g., they are 
better able to manage their emotions to guide their 

thinking and actions) than previous generations

Tech Fast Forward Tech Forward Tech Neutral

This chart reflects top 2 box

60%

39%

32%

And when we looked at responses by top box, we 
found: The TFF segment is 2.5X as likely to STRONGLY 
AGREE that kids today have higher emotional IQs 
than kids of previous generations.



Free to be you, me and Wii

When we talked with tech-savvy parents, they described the central role 
technology plays in family life. 
as one community member explained, technology can bring something for everyone into the home:

In�addition�to�using�VideoOnDemand�for�movies,�I�really�like�how�they�have�things�like�Exercise�TV�where�my�kids�and�I�
can�find�workouts�of�many�different�kinds�to�do�in�our�living�room.�…�There�are�also�great�educational�shows�for�everyone�in�
the�family.�From�preschooler�shows�to�History�Channel�and�Discovery�Channel�specials,�this�is�probably�my�favorite�thing�
in the house!
Bryan l., 35, rhoDe IslanD, communIty memBer

similarly, according to a recent study conducted by memorex, american families get together for  
“wetime,” whether planned or spontaneous, at least every few days and when they do, three of  
their top five activities involve consumer electronics.15 the diversity of content—and multitude of  
devices—available means it’s easier than ever to find something for everyone and to make the most of  
time spent together. 

A number of popular brands were mentioned when we asked about technologies that brought  
people together:

#3:�Is�technolog y�tearing�us�apart?
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#3:�Is�technolog y�tearing�us�apart?

A world within reach

Widespread technology adoption has staggering implications for  
the fields of education, information management, research, politics, 
international relations and many others. 
there is great potential to enhance the learning experience, both inside and outside of traditional  
institutions, and to allow people around the world access to resources that cost, distance or time might 
have prevented otherwise. one community member described the opportunities her family can pursue:

At�the�moment�my�son�is�considering�learning�the�Hiragana�online.�There�is�no�Japanese�language�study�available�for�children,�
probably�within�150�miles�from�where�we�live.�…�I�adore�that�I�can�audit�entire�classes�for�free�at�Harvard�and�MIT.�Love,�
love,�love�it.
lIsa l., 43, connectIcut, communIty memBer

technology puts a great deal of power in the hands of the user, making it a natural tool of reform, justice 
and equality movements. historically silent voices now have a platform and a worldwide audience. wikipedia 
and other open, collaborative projects bring new voices to the conversation, helping to challenge the old adage 
that “history is written by the victors.”  The ability to instantly connect with—and even influence—what is 
happening all over the world means that we are truly becoming a smaller planet.



Is technology overwhelming our lives?DEBATE #4

Debate #4: Is technology overwhelming our lives?

Technology complicates our 
lives and makes our lives 

more difficult

Technology helps simplify our 
lives and makes our lives easier

Q: Thinking about the phrases at each end of the scale, please 
choose the point on the scale that comes closest to how you feel.

Tech Fast Forward

Total Sample

85%

88%

15%

12%

2% 13% 47% 38%

1% 11% 30% 58%
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Masters of our own
multi-modal experience

I�keep�a�consolidated�schedule�on�my�phone.�Business�associates�
are�assigned�a�different�ringtone�from�personal�contacts,�and�I�
keep�separate�email�accounts�on�my�phone.�I�use�different�home�
screens�to�separate�business�and�personal�apps�and�shortcuts�…�
it�still�takes�discipline�in�knowing�when�to�let�messages�go�to�
voicemail�and�emails�to�go�unattended�until�the�morning.
Bruce l., 45, kentucky, communIty memBer



#4:�Is�technolog y�overwhelming�our�lives?

Today, the line between work and  
play, home and office are finer  
than ever.
while technology can blur that boundary, our research 
shows that tech Fast Forward families are not letting 
technology take over. rather, they use technology to 
separate, prioritize and coordinate the different spheres 
of their lives.

My communication style
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My communication style...

I actively try to communicate through technology in a 
way that clearly separates my close friends and family
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#4:�Is�technolog y�overwhelming�our�lives?

Wired in or wired out?  
Strategies for separation 
and integration

we asked communispace community members to tell us how they use technology to manage competing 
work and family commitments. we found that tech-savvy families share a range of strategies for “staying  
in control,” drawing the line between work and home wherever and whenever they choose in order to 
separate or integrate their worlds to suit their specific needs. 

Marketers can benefit from understanding that consumers associate different products with different 
goals—and that these goals shift as consumers themselves adapt and change. For example, brands  
offering the ability to maintain privacy and create boundaries will appeal to those seeking separation.

consumers craving integration, however, might gravitate toward products that increase connectivity, 
overlap or the ability to multitask.

and for those consumers who are not “tech Fast Forward” (who may be easily overwhelmed by technological  
advances), brands have an opportunity to empower and educate people on how to use technology to  
control their environment.

My�work�and�home�life�are�pretty�blurred,�although�I�
do�have�separate�email�accounts�for�work.�It’s�nice�to�
be�able�to�take�last�minute�conference�calls�while�I’m�
getting�a�mani/pedi—otherwise�the�meeting�requestor�
would�have�to�wait.
Dena m., 48, calIFornIa, communIty memBer

Today’s tools put the user in control of their  
communications to exercise their own judgment about 
what is important and what can wait. By providing 
constant contact, portable technologies can actually 
allow for more work/life separation and freedom for 
personal activities while still being in touch “in case  
of emergency.”

I’m�in�love�with�my�Kindle.�It�saved�my�sanity�and�
my�marriage.�Now�I�can�hoard�all�the�books�I�want�
…�Will�it�become�obsolete�with�all�the�tablets�on�the�
horizon?�Maybe,�but�not�for�me.�I�like�having�a�separate�
device�for�work�and�for�play.
anna B., 44, calIFornIa , communIty memBer

Maintaining separate devices for separate uses  
is one of the easiest ways to separate parts of  
one’s life. Private, handheld devices allow for both  
personalization and separation—creating a world  
that is the user’s alone, a dedicated place to indulge  
in their passion, whether it be books, music, movies, 
gaming or photos.

I�have�13�Google�calendars,�some�for�work�and�some�
personal.�Some�I�share�with�co-workers,�some�I�share�
with�my�ex�and�some�I�share�with�friends.
BoB s., 50, calIFornIa, communIty memBer

In the sense that technology helps people  
organize their time and schedules, it is an  
essential tool for creating an integrated life— 
especially for families.

I�will�not�separate�technology�and�my�work�life�and/
or�my�personal�life.�We�are�one�now!�The�iPhone�
is�all�I�need.�It�is�the�best�well-oiled�machine�I’ve�ever�
used.�It�does�pretty�much�everything�and�it�fits�in� 
my�pocket�to�boot.
roB s., 40, arIzona, communIty memBer

Not everyone desires or requires separation; 
some thrive on the integration of all aspects of  
their life, multiple simultaneous modes of  
communication and the ability to multitask.



Is technology making us stupid?DEBATE #5

Debate #5: Is technology making us stupid?

Technology is inhibiting 
learning and contributing 
to a less intelligent society

Technology is fostering 
learning and creating a new 

skill set that will lead to a more 
intelligent society

Q: Thinking about the phrases at each end of the scale, please 
choose the point on the scale that comes closest to how you feel.

Tech Fast Forward

Total Sample

69%

77%

31%

23%

6% 25% 43% 26%

5% 18% 32% 45%
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Maybe Mom was wrong;  
our brains aren’t turning to mush



certainly, some parents feel that dependence on technology is making their kids stupid—intellectually lazy,  
distractible and indiscriminate consumers of whatever viral content is buzzing about the Internet on a given day:

Technolog y�leads�to�less�reading�of�books.�It�leads�to�the�acceptance�of�opinion�rather�than�fact.�Technolog y�is�leading�people�
to�become�stupid.�Why�would�someone�sit�in�front�of�a�television�or�twiddle�with�a�cell�phone�for�entertainment?�Technology�
is�leading�the�masses�to�forget�how�everything�works.�
conVersatIonal Quant

when we asked kids to tell us how they are better off than their parents, however, theo, a seven-year-old 
boy in chicago, answered, “Well�my�brain�won’t�turn�to�mush�when�I�watch�too�much�TV�or�play�on�the�computer.”�
and when we surveyed parents on the subject of whether technology is fostering a more intelligent society, 
the response was overwhelmingly “yes.” we learned that it really comes down to what we do with the  
technology we are given: the tech Fast Forward set has more faith that they can use technology and all  
it has to offer to give themselves and their children an edge. 

The state of smartness
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The state of  smartness...

Kids today are smarter 
than any generation 

before them

Kids’ brains are less likely 
to turn to mush because 
they are better able to 

handle more screen time 
than previous generations
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This chart reflects top 2 box

70%

55%

43%

17%

10% 10%

And when we looked at responses by top box,  
we found: The TFF segment is twice as likely to 
STRONGLY AGREE that today’s children are smarter 
than those of any generation that has come  
before them.

Dragnet (any episode)

*Rows�represent�one�layer�of�plotline

Sopranos (episode 8)

#5:�Is�technolog y�making�us�stupid?

Getting our attention is getting more complex: Is popular culture making us smarter?



#5:�Is�technolog y�making�us�stupid?
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Wrapping our brains 
around the “new smart”

Many experts agree with our  
tech-savvy parents that technology  
is fundamentally changing how  
we think, and that this is not  
necessarily bad news.

Gaming our way to genius: Intelligence is no longer about memorizing facts; it’s about curation and 
manipulation. one way to think about this “new smart” is to compare it to the art of solving puzzles;16  
indeed, many of our kids’ favorite games are based on this concept. Because the way children learn mirrors 
the way they play, parents observe their children learning more, about more subjects and at younger ages 
than those of previous generations. they engage with content in new, interactive and self-directed ways, 
exercising their minds without even realizing it!

Digital distraction has its benefits: another common complaint is that kids today are overstimulated 
and losing the ability to focus on anything for more than a few minutes. But this state of “hyper attention”17—
dealing with multiple streams simultaneously—may actually be more adaptive than a state of deep attention. 
The jobs of the future (and even today—think of the multiple concurrent tasks air traffic controllers 
perform) will require successfully navigating a multi-modal digital world. hyper attention may become  
a more valued skill than “traditional” measures of intelligence (e.g., test scores, memory and education).

This is your brain on Google: additionally, there is evidence that our brains are stretching and adapting 
as a result of using technology. experiments have found that Internet use may actually increase activity in  
the parts of the brain that govern complex reasoning and decision making.18 Furthermore, when we search 
the Internet we put ourselves in a state of purposeful arousal—seeking, wanting, exploring. the moments 
of anticipation—those unpredictable instances right before we find the answer—provide a chemical rush 
that keeps us coming back for more. no wonder we call it a “crackBerry!” 

although kids log more “screen time” than ever, the content they are engaging with has changed. In his best-seller, Everything�Bad�Is�
Good�for�You, steven Johnson argues that popular culture has, on average, grown more complex and intellectually challenging over  
the past thirty years. while the paradigm in the past was to create programming for the lowest common denominator, today’s media 
has fewer “flashing arrows” to guide us through, so we have to do real mental work to fully enjoy them.

the illustration on the right, borrowed from Johnson’s book, shows how television storylines have become more structurally complex: 
shows like Dragnet followed one or two main characters, adhered to a single narrative thread, and concluded each episode with the  
resolution of the plot’s conflict; modern-day shows, like Lost or The Sopranos, are filled with multiple characters who may or  
may not show up in a given episode, have intricate and multilayered plotlines, do not adhere to a linear narrative arc and are  
unconcerned with providing closure.



Is technology killing our creativity?DEBATE #6

Debate #5: Is technology killing our creativity?

Technology is killing creativity Technology is enhancing 
creativity

Q: Thinking about the phrases at each end of the scale, please 
choose the point on the scale that comes closest to how you feel.

Tech Fast Forward

Total Sample

66%

77%

34%

22%

6% 28% 41% 25%

4% 18% 37% 41%
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Stealing our way to  
new creative heights



As Picasso once said, “Good art is borrowed, great art is stolen.” 
repurposing and reinterpreting has always been part of the creative process, and technology just allows  
us to do that in more and more ways. however, a pretty healthy debate still surrounds this topic, and 
many parents we surveyed feel technology is hampering their children’s creativity.

we found tech Fast Forward parents to be most likely to recognize how technology enables and  
encourages creative expression in their children. this new creativity looks different but feels the same: 
instead of playing with imaginary friends, they are designing video games; instead of performing for  
their stuffed animals, they are making movies for youtube; instead of playing with paper dolls, they  
are building avatars. 

My�children�love�intelligent,�interactive�media.�My�son�has�a�Nintendo�DSi;�my�daughter�is�younger�and�has�a�standard�
Nintendo�DS.�They�both�love�to�create�flip�notes�and�would�happily�spend�enormous�amounts�of�time�making�them.� 
My�son�has�been�saying�for�several�years�that�he�wants�to�grow�up�and�author�games�for�Nintendo.
lIsa l., 43, connectIcut, communIty memBer

Nearly any creative pursuit, from writing to art to music to film, can be enhanced by digital tools.  
If anything, today’s technology allows for a more immersive, flexible and personalized experience for  
the creator. kids’ naturally active imaginations, their creative impulses, have not gone away; they are 
simply being expressed through different outlets. 

#6:�Is�technolog y�killing�our�creativity?
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#6:�Is�technolog y�killing�our�creativity?

Creativity: remixed,  
repurposed, reimagined

some would argue that our dependence on quick answers has bred a culture of laziness, manifesting  
itself in a stream of remakes, remixes and rip-offs. 

But, in some ways, and to the most tech-savvy people we talked to,  
the Internet has actually raised the bar on creativity. 
we have not only unlimited sources of inspiration to fuel our creativity (e.g., the great artists, musicians 
and writers of the past at our fingertips), but a worldwide audience to consume, critique and collaborate 
with on our work. 

I�think�the�way�creativity�is�viewed�has�changed�more�than�anything.�You�don’t�have�to�be�as�imaginative�now�with�the� 
resource�pool�available,�but�yet�[you]�have�to�be�more�creative�in�order�to�understand�and�put�it�all�together.
conVersatIonal Quant

Faced with an often self-imposed barrage of content, the new generation we talked to is adept at not only 
making sense of all the noise, but at putting their personal spin on it. the new forms of media that have 
emerged from digital culture have an identity all their own. the band Girl talk, for example, is nothing 
more than a solitary DJ mixing together dozens and dozens of samples from popular songs. however, 
what emerges is something greater than the sum of its parts: music so clearly original that it has enjoyed 
both popular and critical success. 

memes, mashups, avatars and retweets are more than just “cut-and-paste;” they represent a truly new 
form of creativity, a way for each individual to put their mark on something more than the refrigerator 
door. It’s the art of identity; the poetry of personalization.



Is technology making us vulnerable?DEBATE #7

Debate #7: Is technology making us vulnerable?

Technology has made the 
world more dangerous

Technology has made the 
world safer

Q: Thinking about the phrases at each end of the scale, please 
choose the point on the scale that comes closest to how you feel.

Tech Fast Forward

Total Sample

47%

59%

53%

41%

18% 35% 31% 16%

12% 29% 32% 27%
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A brave new generation:
scared yet prepared

I�definitely�think�I’m�better�off�than�my�parents�because� 
things�are�a�lot�easier�for�me.�…�If�I’m�in�trouble,�I�can� 
call�my�parents�on�my�cell�phone�right�away�and�tell�them� 
I�need�help.�…�I�also�got�to�go�to�places�in�school�that�are� 
far�away�like�overnight�trips�which�my�mom�said�she�couldn’t� 
do�because�her�school�didn’t�let�them.
rachel s., 12, south carolIna, chIlD oF communIty memBer



this is one debate about which even the tech Fast Forwards weren’t so positive. 

The world today is both scarier and more exciting than ever.
the key is to know where we are vulnerable and to use technology to better handle the challenges  
and risks ahead. In fact, the true danger may lie in not learning all we can about the latest tools. 

A safer world?
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A safer world?

The world today is safer than my generation
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This chart reflects total agree with this statement

#7:�Is�technolog y�making�us�vulnerable?

The TFF segment is twice as likely to say that the 
world for their children today is safer than it was 
for their generation.
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#7:�Is�technolog y�making�us�vulnerable?

Forewarned is forearmed

Both kids and parents acknowledge technology’s role in making today’s world a scarier place. yet technology 
actually provides the means to reduce anxiety and provide security in many situations. we heard both 
generations talk about how tools like cell phones and skype enhance their independence while providing 
comfort and peace of mind. the more tech-forward the parent, the easier it is for them to see technology 
making the world safer for their children. 

The�other�night,�we�were�out�of�town�and�left�one�of�the�kids�home�by�himself.�Later�in�the�evening�I�chatted�with�him�using�
Skype�and�webcams�and�was�fully�assured�he�was�fine�because�I�could�see�exactly�where�he�was�and�what�he�was�doing.� 
How�cool�is�that!?�
naomI n., 38, washInGton, communIty memBer

we found many of the most tech-forward parents to be the most protective, as well, since they most  
clearly realize the risks involved with certain digital behaviors. Parents who have adopted technology  
in their own lives are in a better position to set limits and become part of their children’s “digital lives,” 
because they have a more sophisticated understanding of how to control these tools and determine what’s 
age-appropriate.

Maria, a 49-year-old mother of two,  
will allow her older daughter access to websites  
she deems appropriate, but won’t let her have a  
Facebook account, even though it is the norm for  
her peer group:

My�12-year-old�daughter�does�have�internet�access�in�the� 
computer�in�her�room—but�we’ve�set�up�all�the�parental�
controls�we�could�think�of�and�are�fairly�confident�she’s�not�
purposely�(or�even�accidentally)�visiting�inappropriate�sites.�
Also,�even�though�“all�of�her�friends”�are�on�Facebook�(and� 
I�am�too!)�we�haven’t�allowed�her�to�get�a�Facebook�page�— 
it�just�doesn’t�make�sense�to�me�that�these�kids�need�this.

Member spotlight: 
Familiarity breeds concern



Stranger strategies

#7:�Is�technolog y�making�us�vulnerable?

One of the scariest aspects of modern technology is our inability to 
control the spread of personal information. 
we asked our tech-savvy parents to express how they felt about sharing private content online. similar to the 
general population, these early adopters were wary of the dangers for themselves and their children, but they 
also shared specific strategies for navigating today’s social media landscape. For example: 

Be the gatekeeper of your digital life
many people are hawk-like when it comes  
to their security and privacy settings, with 
whom they will connect and what they will 
share online (especially details about their kids).  
the most anxious users may choose to post 
anonymously, use social networking for business 
only or abstain altogether.

I�worry�about�privacy�and�I�am�very�careful�about�what�
I�post.�You�never�know�when�there�might�be�a�glitch�and�
too�many�people�will�see�too�much.�I�do�like�to�get�on�a�
soapbox�sometimes�but�I�do�it�more�anonymously,�I�don’t�
post�it�on�a�Facebook�page�or�something�that�directly�ties�
with�me.
PaQuIta r., 30, PennsylVanIa, communIty memBer

Keep it a one-way street
some people prefer to use social networking 
sites and other technologies strictly as media 
for consumption and connection, rather than 
broadcast. By remaining a “fly on the wall,” 
they reap the benefits of instant connectivity  
and information sharing while keeping privacy 
and security concerns to a minimum.

I�only�use�Facebook�to�keep�up�with�what�is�going�on�
with�my�friends,�family�and�their�friends.�I�am�more� 
of�an�observer�than�a�participant,�but�I�can’t�think�of�too�
much�exciting�going�on.�I�like�the�fact�that�I�can�“stalk”�
my�teenager�and�see�what�type�of�friends�she�has—and� 
I�like�using�Facebook�to�get�coupons�and�free�offers!
PattI m., 46, FlorIDa, communIty memBer
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#7:�Is�technolog y�making�us�vulnerable?

Cyber-bullies give rise to 
cyber-sweeties

When talking to kids, however, we found they were fighting back and confronting privacy issues head on.  
It is a surprising paradox: precisely because kids are so used to confronting dangers in their world, many 
have developed the confidence necessary to work to change those things.

the anonymity and detachment the Internet provides often manifests itself in irresponsible, cruel or even 
dangerous behavior (e.g., cyber-bullying). and while there are often witnesses to this behavior, rarely do 
peers intervene. as the nature of online relationships changes, our responsibility to support, protect or 
defend “friends” online is still unclear. 

however, there seems to be a genuine, youth-led movement against cyber-bullying and the “mean” culture that 
has proliferated thanks to technology’s ability to distance actions from consequences. kids themselves are fed 
up with living in fear and want to get back to real “friendship” and the trust and mutual support it implies. 

Rachel, a 12-year old from South 
Carolina, describes how the suicide of rutgers 
freshman tyler clementi, as well as changes in her 
own social circle, led her to reevaluate her friendships 
and stand up against the pervasive culture of  
meanness at her school:

I�felt�really�bad�about�the�boy�who�killed�himself�because�his�
roommate�put�a�video�on�the�internet�of�him�kissing�another�
guy.�That’s�something�no�one�could�have�done�when�my�mom�
was�a�kid.�I�used�to�have�a�lot�of�friends�but�now�I�only�a�have� 
a�few.�When�we�got�to�high�school�this�year�we�merged�with� 
2�other�schools�so�there�were�a�lot�of�new�people.�Some�of�my�
old�friends�started�hanging�out�with�new�people�I�thought�were�
mean�because�they�made�fun�of�other�kids.�But�I�don’t�care�
because�I�always�try�to�stand�up�for�kids�being�made�fun�of.� 
My�real�friends�do�the�same�thing.

Member spotlight: 
Taking a stand



Is technology bringing out our worst selves?DEBATE #8

Debate #8: Is technology bringing out our worst selves?

Technology’s ability to make 
us so public enables our worst 

behavior

Technology’s ability to make 
us so public enables our best 

behavior

Q: Thinking about the phrases at each end of the scale please choose the 
point on the scale that comes closest to how you feel

Tech Fast Forward

Total Sample

35% 31%

29% 32%12% 27%

18% 16% 47%

59%

53%

41%
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Techies gone wild



#8:.�Is�technolog y�bringing�out�our�worst�selves?

we know that privacy concerns can make the Internet a scary place, so why then do we persist in  
broadcasting personal details about our lives? 

Over and over again, Americans choose to put themselves on display. 
we wonder what we are getting out of this behavior, and whether or not online overexposure is encouraging  
us to indulge our worst selves or become our best. while no one in our study denied that we are all on stage 
with our lives now, the tech Fast Forward individuals were more likely to see the upside of life in the 
online public eye:

It�sort�of�makes�people�want�to�act�appropriately�as�you�never�know�who�will�make�you�a�star�on�the�Internet�and�who 
might�destroy�your�livelihood�and�reputation.
conVersatIonal Quant
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Public Space = higher stakes

#8:.�Is�technolog y�bringing�out�our�worst�selves?

Whether gained through firsthand experience or witnessing the misfortune of others, we observed a heightened 
awareness of how the powerful tech tools at our fingertips have destroyed lives—marriages ended, jobs lost and 
friendships shattered. as one community member noted: 

I�thought�it�was�so�cool�at�first�with�all�the�ways�you�could�interact�and�really�talk�to�people�who�you�normally�would�not.� 
But�after�time�I�have�seen�so�many�of�the�mistakes�people�make�with�making�everything�so�public—from�losing�jobs�to�losing�
marriages.�I�mean�does�everything�have�to�be�out�there�and�is�anything�private�anymore?
mIke s., 33, mInnesota, communIty memBer

one positive outcome of this havoc, however, is that we now know better. we have the skills and tools to 
create public personas designed for consumption by our peers, colleagues and even old classmates who may 
be lurking off our radar screens. tech-savvy americans have learned how to put their best face forward:

After�some�unfortunate�events�in�college,�I’ve�made�a�very�clear�demarcation�now�between�my�public�image,�which�I�try�to�keep�
neutral�and�professional�for�the�sake�of�employers�and�others�who�might�find�me,�and�my�involvement�in�communities�where� 
I�keep�a�consistent�but�anonymous�identity.�I�think�the�less�associated�with�my�real�name�in�cyberspace,�the�better.
arthur c., 27, VIrGInIa, communIty memBer



#8:.�Is�technolog y�bringing�out�our�worst�selves?

Acting without thinking 
leads to thinking before  
acting

unlike their kids, tech Fast Forward parents 
didn’t grow up in the public eye and are very 
cognizant of the fact that everything online is 
“forever.” they have learned, when sharing 
online, to think before they click: 

Safe, social distance

Ready, fire….aim
one of the most dangerous aspects of technology  
is the distance it provides, making it more 
tempting and easier than ever to act impulsively, 
based on emotion, with no filter or regard  
for the consequences. without context or the 
ability to “take it back,” this can easily lead to 
misunderstandings, hurt feelings and regret. 
People who feel in control of their online presence 
have learned to stop and think before they act—
the same way they would offline—to avoid these 
kinds of problems.

I�think�the�thing�to�remember�is�not�to�post�when�you�are�
mad.�Postings�grow�and�before�you�know�it,�everyone�
is�talking�about�an�issue�you�hit�the�airwaves�with.�I�
keep�my�“brand”�safe�by�making�sure�what�I�say�or�do�
represents�what�I�really�feel.
John h., 44, south carolIna, communIty memBer

Ready, ready, ready…aim…fire
while the people we talked to lamented the  
fact that lots of us are out there firing off ideas 
and opinions without really thinking f irst, 
they also discussed how social media and new 
technologies allow many of them to really think 
about what they are going to say and craft more 
thoughtful messages for the world to see.

My�own�experience�is�that�it�is�easier�to�discuss�things�
through�social�media�because�loved�ones�have�a�chance�
to�think�about�issues�raised�and�consider�feelings�before�
posting�responses.�For�those�of�us�who�are�introverted�
and�not�as�good�at�thinking�out�loud,�it�has�helped�our�
families�and�friends�understand�us�better. 
CONVERSATIONAL�QuANT

It�is�empowering�and�nice�to�have�an�outlet�to�voice� 
my�opinions�and�my�own�personal�soapbox. 
keVIn n., 34, utah, communIty memBer
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1. Mobilize tech optimism
even though we are still living in troubled times, consumers are facing down the future with increasing 
optimism. rather than play to the current “doom and gloom” mentality, brands should become a force 
for good, helping consumers create the brighter world they want to see. 

many brands are getting it right, working with consumers and using technology to help facilitate or share 
the good they are doing. Huggies has their “every little Bottom” program, in which they ask consumers to 
donate diapers to mothers in need. the “members Project” from American Express (with takePart) 
enables people to find the right volunteer opportunity and get points for giving back. Dulux Paint’s 
“lets colour” Project is a worldwide initiative to transform gray spaces with colorful paint and then 
share the transformation online.

2. Get into generational bending
nobody really acts their age anymore; feeling youthful or sophisticated is about a mindset that transcends 
your date of birth. we’ve seen that technology taps into adults’ desire to indulge in childlike play while 
it enables kids to feel more grown up. now it’s time for marketers to acknowledge blurring generational 
lines—try marketing to kids as adults and adults as kids. 

J. Crew is right on target when it comes to generational bending. they currently feature lauren hutton 
and her goddaughter, mirabelle, in their latest catalog wearing the same clothes, tacitly establishing  
today’s definition of youth as more about attitude than age. A wonderfully brilliant toy company called  
B. Toys has created the “alphaberry” for children, modeled after the adult BlackBerry they so often 
covet. conversely, the Toyota highlander ad campaign acknowledges children as key decision-makers  
in the car their family drives, showcasing the child as the mature one and a status-seeker in his or her 
own right.

3. Mine the family mindset
as intergenerational attitudes converge, opportunities to market to the family as a unit increase. the 
tech Fast Forward and their kids are more inclined to be on the same page when it comes to tastes,  
values and social issues, and when they make purchase decisions, kids’ opinions do matter. remember 
that families have mindsets just as individuals have mindsets, and the family unit has its own image, 
too—a “hipster” family won’t be looking to drive a minivan, but a “minivan” family might be cooler 
than you think.

Toyota sienna addresses the stigma often bestowed on families who choose to drive a minivan by  
repositioning the sienna as a “swagger wagon.” the mock rap video (“this one goes out to all you  
minivan families”) went viral and helped spread the message that you (and your family) can still be  
cool rocking a minivan. Supercuts’ “running with the bulls” commercial depicts a father and son  
getting their hair cut together, making the brand a cool way to get confident through a good haircut.
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4. Be nice
mean pretty much stinks. It’s no longer necessary to be cruel in order to be trendy or cool. so jump on 
the wave of the future and spread the niceness. send a compliment, share a smile, speak to values of  
kindness and acceptance; you’ll be surprised how many more people like you. 

Secret recently launched a Facebook page called “mean stinks,” encouraging young people—girls in 
particular—to stop hurtful and callous bullying behavior. their call to “be nice behind someone’s back” 
flips the notion of secrecy on its head and invites users to make amends for past wrongs. Using social 
media, KLM is conducting an experiment on how happiness spreads. When a passenger shares his flight 
plans via Foursquare, klm surprises them with a personalized little act of kindness right on the spot  
to make their passengers feel special and turn their boredom while waiting at the airport into a moment 
of happiness.

5. Curate unexpected connections
Brands need to harness the power of connection in a more interesting way. reality television has reshaped 
society and allowed everyday people the opportunity to take the ordinary up a notch: to work for Donald 
trump, to get their house rebuilt and remodeled by ty Pennington, and even to become a supermodel 
alongside tyra Banks. Brands have the opportunity to push these desired connections to a more personal 
level by giving people unimagined access to others across the globe. 

Khan Academy, founded by Harvard MBA Salman Khan in 2006, is a not-for-profit educational  
organization with the stated mission of creating “the world’s first free, world-class virtual school.” The  
site includes a free and ever-growing collection of over 2,200 youtube-hosted “micro-lectures” in dozens  
of subjects, as well as automated exercises and assessments. In september 2010, Google announced they 
would be providing the khan academy with $2 million to enable them to translate their extensive  
library into the world’s most-spoken languages. another good example of a brand that has managed  
to curate some unexpected connections is Apartment Therapy. their mission is to help people  
make their homes more beautiful, organized and healthy by connecting them to a wealth of resources, 
ideas and communities online. 

6. Put the world to work for you
everyone is talking about crowdsourcing. technology now enables all kinds of problems to be solved 
or ideas to be created from the wisdom and efforts of the masses. Brands can now harness the power  
of their customers in new and creative ways.

Kickstarter is the largest funding platform for creative projects in the world. every month, tens of  
thousands of amazing people pledge millions of dollars to projects from the worlds of music, film, art, 
technology, design, food, publishing and other creative f ields. Weddar.com is a people-powered  
weather service that takes the power of the collective and uses it to create more detailed and accurate 
weather reports. In light of the recent tragic weather events across the united states, people have come 
together in amazing ways on social media sites like Facebook. one individual launched a Facebook page 
called, “Pictures and documents found after the April 27, 2011 Tornadoes,” demonstrating the 
powerful ability of social media to unite people with personal and sentimental items they may have lost in 
the storms.
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7. Turn up the intensity of shared experiences
Part of what makes us human is the innate desire to share experiences together. with technology comes 
the opportunity to elevate these experiences to new creative and artistic levels. Brands need to look  
beyond the ordinary and consider partnering with artists to enhance their brand’s message.

For the launch of their 2011 fashion apparel collection, Target amped up the volume and delivered a 
heightened brand experience with their kaleidoscopic Fashion spectacular. the show’s 20 sensory- 
overloaded minutes featured 60+ dancers, an original visual program created by Daft Punk’s light  
designers and a new pop symphony from one-half of the pop group n.a.s.a. in over 155 rooms of  
new york’s standard hotel. this one-time-only show was meant to entertain the masses; it succeeded 
through numerous playbacks and downloads of the filmed event. Another excellent example of a brand 
that has mastered the art of turning up the intensity of shared experiences is Intel. not only did they 
recently partner with Vice at the 2011 Coachella Music festival by bringing together leading artists, film 
makers, musicians and designers to construct dramatic, multimedia art installations, they recently launched 
the Museum of Me, which turns an individual’s Facebook profile into a virtual museum of their own life.

8. Respect the mode
In order to stay on top of the chaos and keep from being overwhelmed, consumers today switch between 
modes of separation and integration. Brands need to understand and respect these cycles and provide a 
flexible feature set that speaks to the multi-modal life (and even multi-modal moments!).

we found several examples of companies that were speaking to integration or separation through messaging 
and innovation. For its windows Phone 7 os, Microsoft launched a campaign all about our obsessive 
over-reliance on smart phones and our inability to separate our lives from technology. of course, their 
new operating system finally creates “A phone to save us from our phones.” Disney’s second screen app 
enables laptop computers to become a “second screen” so kids can watch Disney films alongside their 
parents and older siblings. as the movie plays, they can switch modes in an interactive gallery that lets 
them play games, chat and learn movie-related facts.

9. Unconnect the dots 
a good story is spontaneous, not scripted; organic, not linear. start by providing some details, then let 
people find ways to pull all the pieces together to interpret your brand story.

Wilderness Downtown is an experimental, interactive film that runs on Google Chrome, created 
by chris milk in collaboration with Google and the band arcade Fire. Built with the latest open-web 
technologies, the project uses choreographed windows, interactive flocking, real-time compositing, 
procedural drawing and 3-D canvas rendering to place the user at the center of the story. By allowing 
them to type in their childhood address and create a custom-generated music video featuring images of 
their neighborhood, it serves as an extraordinary example of an organic collaboration that lets users pull 
together personal pieces to create an individualized story. another example of a brand that has managed 
to “unconnect the dots” is Batelco Group, a provider of telecom services to the middle east, africa 
and South Asia. Through their “Infinity” campaign, they have engaged tens of thousands of people on  
a journey through the random interconnectivity of modern life. a Facebook app incorporates user’s  
webcams and displays their pictures on tV screens throughout the Persian Gulf, creating a stunning 
piece of storytelling.
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10. Build gated communities
safety and privacy concerns are a major barrier to consumers expressing their true selves online.  
Just as a gated community provides a safe haven and what some might consider a privileged existence,  
so does a secure digital space help consumers feel secure and confident about engaging with your  
brand online.

Everloop gives tweens a protected space where they can connect with friends they know, express  
themselves, play games, collaborate on projects and discover talents. Called “Facebook for the filthy rich” 
and a “virtual country club,” Affluence.org really does mimic a posh, gated community. It requires 
proof of at least $300,000 in yearly income or $3 million in net worth to gain membership, though  
reportedly only one in 40 applicants is accepted! like many networking sites, it features personality  
profiles, blogs, a lifestyle guide, forums, links to articles and polls. It also includes philanthropic  
information for those feeling generous. 

11. Get serious about game play
as families’ lives become more and more digital, parents seek products and experiences that mimic 
rather than replace “old fashioned” creative play. the less prescribed and more interactive a tool, the 
more freedom it allows children to use their imagination and bring their make-believe to life. Game play 
is also no longer relegated to the domain of kids—it’s important to encourage everyone to take time out 
and have a little fun with your brand.

In a new groundbreaking marketing effort, Century 21 recently purchased real estate in the we city 
mobile game to connect with the next generation of buyers and sellers. another brand tapping into the 
art of game play is Off & Away, which takes its cues from Vegas gambling. consumers can bid to win 
luxury suites—up to 99% off at hotel properties all across the country. (every auction starts at $0.00 and 
begins with 18 hours on the timer. each bid placed costs $1.00 and increases the auction price by $0.10, 
moving a person to the top bidder. once the timer reaches 2 minutes, each bid cast also adds up to 15 
seconds to the timer, which lets others respond to the bid. If you are the top bidder when the timer runs 
out, you win) 

12. Let people mess with your brand 
the creative impulse abounds and, today, any and all content is fair game for experimentation, adaptation  
and reinterpretation. this includes your brand! companies need to embrace this trend and enable 
consumers to reimagine and remix brand assets. logos, commercials, jingles, taglines—all of it can be 
recombined or altered in ways that delight and engage present and future brand fans. 

Jones Soda is a great example of a company that encourages consumers to add their own imprint to  
the brand. consumers upload photos to the corporate website; the best ones become the major graphic 
element on the Jones soda label. For this brand, the image on the label is Jones soda, and giving  
consumers the power to create the brand image is, well, powerful. 
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Demographic breakdown  
of Tech Fast Forward

Demographic data are averaged from the two waves of our quantitative survey among 1200 respondents in  
october 2010 and april  2011. the indices below (shown in parentheses) are indexed against the total sample  
of adults ages 18–64 with at least one child between the ages of 3 and 12 and in the household. 

Gender 
Male: 70% (146) 
Female: 30% (58) 

Age 
18-24: 3% (150) 
25-34: 28% (112) 
35-44: 52% (111) 
45-54: 13% (65) 
55+: 4% (57) 

Education 
Some high school: 1% (*too�small�for�index)�
HS or equivalent: 10% (66) 
Some college or associate’s degree: 32% (97) 
Bachelor’s degree: 34% (100) 
Graduate degree: 22% (146) 

Income 
Less than $49,000: 27% (113) 
$50,000-$99,999: 29% (84) 
$100,000-$149,000: 17% (98) 
$150,000+: 14% (200) 
Prefer not to answer: 2% (*too�small�for�index)�

Marital Status 
Married: 78% (150)�
Single: 9% (150)�
Living with partner: 6% (100) 
Divorced/Separated/Widowed: 7% (88) 

Race 
White: 66% (85)�
Asian: 14% (200) 
Hispanic: 7% (116) 
Black: 8% (133) 
Native American/Pacific Islander: 2% (*too�small�for�index)�
Other: 2%�(*too�small�for�index)�
Prefer not to answer: 1% (*too�small�for�index)�

Geographic Location 
East Coast/North East: 31% (100) 
West Coast: 17% (121) 
Midwest: 22% (76) 
South: 23% (121) 
Southwest: 7% (100)
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Technographic &  
psychographic breakdown 
of Tech Fast Forward

Parents
when it comes to their social and technological 
behavior, tech Fast Forwards tend to be more 
socially adept and more likely to contribute their 
opinions to the rest of the population, both on-
and offline.

1.5 times more likely than the rest of the  
population to strongly agree with the statements 
“I have a fairly extensive network of friends and 
family who I keep in contact with regularly” and 
“when looking for a product or service, I gather 
information from multiple sources and form my 
own opinion on what to buy.”

2 times as likely to strongly agree with the  
statements, “I spend quite a bit of time online  
and have a pretty big network of online friends: 
and “I often pass along interesting information 
that I find online to my friends and family.”

almost 2.5 times more likely than the rest of the 
population to strongly agree with the statement, 
“I’m pretty ‘plugged in’ to what’s happening – 
my friends often come to me for the latest on 
what’s going on and what new things to try.”

3 times as likely to strongly agree with the 
statements, “People often seek out my opinion 
when it comes to technology – especially when 
 it comes to advice on what to buy” and “how  
to use and navigate the latest and greatest  
technology.”

Kids
tech Fast Forward parent is 3.5 times more  
likely than the rest of the population to have 
a tech Fast Forward child, and their children 
display the same sophisticated, trend-setting 
behavior.

1.5 times as likely to strongly agree with the 
statements, “my child naturally has a lot of 
friends” and “my child is fascinated by  
technology—he/she is always reaching for  
my cell phone, laptop or tech device.”

almost 2 times as likely to strongly agree  
with the statement, “my child is usually the  
one making the plans with their friends and 
deciding where to go and what to do.”

2 times as likely to strongly agree with the  
statements, “my child loves to follow the latest 
trends, whatever is hot and ‘in’ appeals to  
him/her.” and “my child is considered one  
of the ‘cool’ kids at his/her school.”

3 times as likely to strongly agree with the  
statements, “other kids look to my child for  
advice on how to use technology” and “other 
kids look to my child for advice on what to  
buy when it comes to technology.”



How we did our research Endnotes

ogilvy chicago and communispace corporation  
collaborated on this project. together, we applied our 
consumer behavior expertise to explore today’s tech 
Fast Forward families, the gap between them and  
the more general market and the possibilities our  
observations suggest for the future.

Ethnographies: ogilvy began by conducting  
in-home, 1.5-hour ethnographies, hearing directly  
from technologically savvy children (n = 12, ages 3–12 
years*) who were interviewed and who completed  
journals about how they saw the future. (*In the case 
of an under-five-year-old, the parent was the primary 
respondent for both the journal and the interview.)  
The first round of ethnographies was conducted in  
september 2010, and then follow-up ethnographies  
were conducted in January 2011.

Online Communities: we engaged, through  
communispace’s private online communities,  
112 technology-savvy families (with children between  
the ages of 3 and 12), who participated in a series of  
discussions, brainstorms and other interactive activities 
that explored technology-related themes. a subset of 
community members were given Flip cameras to record 
video at home and were selected to complete journals 
similar to those used for the in-home ethnographies.

Conversational Quantitative Survey: ogilvy also 
talked to 1200 nationally representative families across 
america with at least one child between the ages of  
3 and 12. The first round of data collection occurred  
in october 2010, and a second round was conducted  
in april 2011.

Segmentation Analysis: we developed criteria to 
separate tech Fast Forward families (n = 214) from  
the general market in order to quantitatively identify  
differences between the two groups (see p.61). tech Fast 
Forward families are defined as those that use  
more sophisticated technology than the average family. 
they are “in the know” and on the cutting edge  
of the latest and greatest advances in technology.
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